
PROLINER CT SOFTWARE
The Proliner worktop software creates more than just a digital template! 

It connects � eld measurements seamless to the factory.



PROLINER CT SOFTWARE
the perfect solution for measuring, editing and � nishing

Make multiple snapshots from your measurement and visualize 
these in the worksheets.

Snapshots

Add speci� c single measurement data.

Measurement data 

Let the client check the measurement and information and 
sign o�  a project immediately on the Proliner.

Signature

Open and edit .DXF � les on the Proliner.

Edit DXF

Preview function to see your measurement before opening 
or check your PDF report before exporting and printing.

Preview function

Edit a measurement and save it with a new name 
or select parts within a measurement and save only the 
selected parts as a di� erent � le. Newly saved � les will be 
available to be edited on the Proliner, as a .DXF and to be 
imported in another measurement.

Save as / Save selection 

Export multiple � les at once, export all your snapshots 
as .DXF or as separate PDF pages.

Multiple export

Create projects and add complete project data.

Project data 

Use the free-handsketch to draw and write on your 
measurement and export it to your pdf.

Free-handsketch

Place digitized sinks and cut-outs directly into your 
measurement or use the libraries to insert symbols for 
production. Import .DXF � les or Proliner measurements.

Import sinks and cut-outs

Backsplashes: Draw automatically a rectangle with the 
same length of a given line and with custom height.
Bumps: Draw automatically an arc between 2 ends of a line 
with any given maximum o� set.

Backsplashes and bump-outs

Edit your measurement on the proliner with the onboard 
CAD software.

Edit measurement

Automatically o� set lines with custom o� set.

Create o� sets

Automatically creates a � uent line between the measured 
points; various “radii” are made between the measured points 
to make the measurement CNC ready.

Make it CNC ready - Instant tangentials

Create pre-set style details which you can attach to 
measurement parts, for example to visualise seams and 
pro� les.

Production pro� les

Create elements, make selections within a measurement and 
save the element.

Create elements

Measure your slabs and position your complete 
measurement or elements in the slab.

Slabs

Insert dimensions, linear, horizontal, vertical, radial and angle. 

Dimensions
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Proliner® measuring technologiesProliner® measuring technologies

Software solutionsSoftware solutions

Industry technologiesIndustry technologies

Fabrication solutionsFabrication solutionsFabrication solutions

Custom projects & developments

Create complete reports, customize the look and feel of them 

and add your company logo. The reports can exist out of a page 

with the project data, complete overview o�  the total project 

measurement and the single split production pieces with 

dimensions. But also dimensions. But also 

it can contain extra it can contain extra 

pages, one for each pages, one for each 

 production piece. production piece.


